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In Ike's wake
pain still
•

remains

Photos tell story of lives still in
shambles along with homes
By BLAKE MATH EWS

news editor

More than a month has
passed since Hurricane Ike
cut a swath of destruction
stretching from the Gulf Coast
to Canada. The colossal storm
killed 72 people and destroyed
enough property to make it the
third most costly hurricane in
American history, but its time
in the spotlight was short-lived.
An•ailing economy and an
intensifying presidential race
have pushed Ike to the back of
our national consciousness. For
many Americans, the country
has moved on.
Looking over the shoulder
of Noah Darnell, a Harding
senior and photojournalist, I see
pictures that look like month-old
hurricane coverage. He opens his
laptop and pulls up image after
image ofbarely-standing houses
surrounded by fallen trees and
fidds ofdebris. They are pictures
of coastal Texas, where Ike first
came ashore more than a month
ago, but these pictures are less
than a week old.
As Darnell and a group of
· g volunteers discovered
last weekend, there are places
along the coast that have definitely not moved on.
The group of18 student volunteers left Searcy lastThursday
and traveled to the Galveston Bay
area, where theywould spend their
Fall Break under the direction
of John McGuire. McGuire
is the president of Servants
Unite, a faith-based group out
of Ohio that coordinates relief
efforts when national disasters
strike. The Harding students
joined volunteers from Lubbock
Christian University and several
churches that had responded to
McGuire's call for aid.
"The local community has
responded amazingly well, but
local volunteers are drying up
as people get back to their lives
after giving days or weeks of
their time," M cG uire said
through his organization's blog.
"The need is greater now for
outside volunteers. Between
our own requests for help and
those going unmet by other
relieforganizations in the area,
there are hundreds of work
orders to fulfill."
As I looked through more

"For the most part, it
still looks just like it did
when the hurricane

came through."
Noah Darnell
senior
of Darnell's photos, I saw the
kind of orders Harding students were fulfilling. Armed
with chainsaws and rope, they
pulled downed trees off roofs
and out of residents' yards.
Several photos showed students
up on top of houses and even
up among the branches as they
worked to cut the trees into
manageable chunks.
McGuire explained over
the phone that his teams were
focused on cleaning up and
clearing debris so that residents
affected by Ike could begin to
rebuild their lives. However,
especially in cases where flooding was involved, many people
were forced to start completely
from scratch.
"For the most part, it still looks
just like it did when the hurricane
came through,"Darnell said as
he .flipped t:h.t;oug.h,plctures of
ruined houses, victims of the
storm surges that put many lowlyi ng areas under several feet
of water.
Furniture and heavy appliances were scattered haphazardly across the floor of
one house like discarded toys.
Another picture showed a line
of gouges that had been made
into a wall several feet off the
ground. The gouges served
as high water marks, Darnell
explained, because pieces of
furniture would leave the marks
as they floated around the house
bumping into walls.
Many houses with severe
water damage had to be "mucked,"
or completely gutted in an
effort to remove waterlogged
materials. Nothing is spared in
a mucking; books, mattresses,
clothes, carpet, anything that is
touched by the water is brought
out of the house and, in most
cases, thrown away. Such a
thorough procedure is necessary
to remove all traces of mold,
which can cause serious health
problems if left unchecked.
After the house is cleaned
see RELIEF page 3a

Student debate held on campus
By SARA SHABAN

student reporter

With the success of the Primary Kick-Off event this past
spring, Harding University's
Roosevelt Institute and Students
in Free Enterprise co-sponsored
a political debate last Tuesday in
Cone Chapel.
Around 230 people witnes.5ed a
debate intended to inform students
about the issues concerning this
year's presidential election from
different points of view. Senior
political science major David
Manes served for the Democratic
Party and Senior Economics major Derek Glover served for the
Republican Party. Moderators for
the debate were Tiffany Parrish,
a coordinator of the event, and
Steven Denney.
The debate layout consisted of
four main topics, with each debater
having four minutes to respond
to each question regarding their
candidates view on the issue, plus a
two-minute follow-up. The debate
opened with the issue of energy,
where Manes explained that high
gas prices are a symptom ofa much
deeper problem.
"America needs a candidate
who sees this deeper problem,"
Manes said.
Glover responded and said,
"McCain supports increasing
the supply ... there is going to
be a supply and gas prices will go
down."
Q.testions shifted towards
the current economic crisis and
the candidates' plans regarding
healthcare. With the first word
on tiie economic c;isis, Glover
said that while both candidates
supported the bailout,McCain will
cut taxes and Obarna's presidency
would resemble populist rhetoric.
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Derek Glover describes the Republican position 1n a student debate held Tuesday night in the Cone Chapel on prominent issues in the upcoming presidential election. David Manes argued for the Democrats.
Manes disagreed.
"It's not about taking from the
rich and giving to the poor,"Manes
said. "Who are we going to give
this money to? Not to people in
this room."
Leading into the economy's
infiuence on plans for healthcare,
Manes explained that Obama's
plan would not change, but that
the current crisis only makes the
plan more imperative to pursue.
Glover argued that Obama's
plan is flawed and sets the entire
nation up for the same healthcare.
H e went on to say that McCain's
plan emphasizes the American
people's right to choose.
The debate continued with
discussion of the social security
crisis and foreign policy.

"Where have we been the
past eight years?" Manes said.
"We have nothing to lose with
talking with our enemies; we only
have to gain."
Glover said the focus should
be on what should be done in the
future, not past events.
"It's pointless to debate the
past eight years offoreign policy,"
Glover said. "What do you do
when the talking is done?"
Concludingwith the main topics,
the question-answer session began
with a question posed by student
Stephanie O'Brian regarding
the candidates' plans for education. More questions concerning
issues of government spending,
U.S. military and abortion were
brought to the microphone.

The audience was often brought
to life, responding to the debaters
with nods ofapproval and applause.
Several members of the Searcy
community participated in the
event, including one woman who
felt strongly about the response
to the final question on abortion.
After the debate, Linda Lowe,
a Catholic convert, told a story
about her mother who had a
spontaneous abortion in order to
save her life.
Both Manes and Glover said
they believe that the event proved
successful in inf2.rming people
about the important issues that
might influence their vote.
"I thought that we accomplished everything we set out to
accomplish," Manes said.

Congregation growth fore es expansion
Downtown Church of C h rist adding on to Family Life Center
By JOEL BLAKE

student reporter

Sunday nights in Searcy,Ark.,see thousands
ofChristians waking up from their afternoon
naps and going to evening church services.
For years, Harding students have found
Downtown Church ofChrist to be a great place
to fellowship with their friends every Sunday
night. Every week, hundreds ofstudents pack
the church's gymnasium floor between pieces
oftape that section offthe aisles. Some can see
the words being projected on the wall while
some can't. Some are fortunate enough to get
a pad to sit on while some aren't
But does that really matter? A worship
service is not about the comfortable pew, is
it? Of course not, but Downtown Church of
Christ sees a need to upgrade, and the effects
should be seen in the near future.

Downtown Church of Christ is in the
process ofadding on to the Family Life Center,
as well as expanding the available parking.
The parking lot now extends all the way to
East M oore Avenue on the south side of the
main building.
Construction for the project began at the
beginning ofthis past summer and is expected
to be completed around the first of 2009, so
students will see the finished product upon
their return next semester.
The church currently holds three Sunday
morning services and hopes that with the new
facilities they will be able to combine into one
morning worship service.
As for the Sunday night service that is held
at 8:30, theywill be able to seat between 1,000
and 1,200 people, all in chairs.
It came as a surprise last year when students
showed up to Sunday night service and all the

chairs were no longer being used. This was
because the local fire marshal deemed the large
crowd a fire hazard, stating that 600 chairs was
the maximum seating for the small gymnasium.
This was a problem for the crowd that reached
nearly 1,000 almost every Sunday.
"We have seen a lot ofgrowth at this congregation over the last few years, and we are
expanding with future growth in mind,"Lowell
Myers, an administrator for the Downtown
congregation, said. "We are expanding our
facilities to fit the growth we will see in the
next 10 to 25 years."
The renovation's cost is being paid by the
congregation through pledges they made.
The church has received Sl.4 million worth
ofpledges from members at the congregation
that can be paid off in years to come. Myers
said they wanted to build something reasonable and that they could afford.

HIZ changes outlook on life

God Save The Quee n

African experience continues to affect students year later
By JORDA N BAILEY

and so you find yourself putting be difficult because the distance
more emphasis on relation- makes mail unreliable, and the
ship even when you get back," Internet is often inaccessible.
"This trip is hard,"Tunnell said.
Overseas programs shape Bakke said.
the college experience of many
Bakke said the concept of "You are going to lose Internet for
Harding students, and since the relationship manifests itself in weeks at a time and not be able to
beginning ofHarding University his life in how he spends his time. communicate with anyone."
in Florence in 1980, several Since his time in Zambia, he
Tunnell has sent pictures and
have recalled a semester abroad chooses to ask people how they a letter to a friend, Mildred, and
as a defining experience that are rather than become absorbed she said she was relieved when
influenced the rest of their lives. in classes and activities. Bakke she heard from students in
The newest overseas program took 16 hours of coursework in Zambia that they arrived safely.
is Harding in Zambia, located Zambia, and, retrospectively, he Tunnell also reads the blog of
in Africa on a compound that said he wishes he had had more the missionaries to learn about
houses the George Benson time to develop friendships with happenings on the compound.
Teacher's College, two other the native Zambians.
Other overseas programs offer
schools, a medical clinic and a
Tunnell said she would have experiences in cultures that difrefuge for children orphaned spent more of her time truly fer from the United States, but
because of AIDS.
engaged in the lives of the people HIZ offers total immersion in
The first group spent to experi- in the orphanage and clinic.
a developing nation. Bakke said
ence HIZ the fall semester last
"I had a lot of down time that although he had traveled
year in Zambia interacting with to Skype or do homework, but in Europe twice before going
local people, and their experi- I wished I had used that time to Zambia, he experienced
ences a year ago in Namwianga to spend with the Zambians," culture shock.
affect their daily lives in Searcy. Tunnell said.
He realized that he was going
Josh Bakke and Tessa Tunnell
Some of the students have through culture shock only after
were among the students at HIZ maintained relationships with discussing the situation with
last fall, and their time there Zambian friends, and last year's other students in the group and
enhanced their understanding group sent letters with the group comparing stories. Bakke said
of relationship.
currently in Zambia. Bakke and that the process of living
see HIZ page 3a
"Africa is about relationship, Tunnell said communication can
student reporter
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The three Homecoming Queen finalists, Bethany Yarbrough, Jaclyn Davis and Catherine Canterbury,
are introduced in chapel Thursday. The queen will be announced at the football game Saturday.
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India joins space race,
chases China
India joined the Asian
space race Wednesday
when it launched its first
unmanned mission to the
moon in a determined effort to reinforce its claim
to be a world power.
In competition with
China for space exploration, India launched the
cuboid spacecraft from a southern Indian space
center just after dawn. The operation's purpose is
reported as mapping the moon, but the launch is
just a month behind China's first moon walk.
India fears falling behind in the space race which
may have technological and military purposes.
Less than a month ago, India closed a nuclear
energy cooperation deal with the U.S. which ended
decades of isolation and made it a de facto nuclear
power.

Workers call in sick,
avoid responsibilites
One third of workers in the U.S. admit to calling in sick without legitimate excuses at least
once in the past year, a survey conducted by
Harris Interactive for CareerBuilder.com said
Wednesday.
Some reasons for calling in sick included taking
time to relax and recharge, spend time with family
and friends, visit a doctor, run errands or sleep.
But one in 10 confessed to skipping work in order
to avoid a meeting, take extra time to complete a
project or avoid a conflict with a fellow employee
or boss
The online poll was conducted nationwide
among 3,338 managers and human resource professionals and 6,842 fulHime employees.
Although most employers surveyed said they
usually would not question a worker's reason for
absence, 18 percent have fired someone for not
having a legitimate excuse and 31 percent said
they have checked in on someone who called in
sick.

Eating quickly
increases obesity risk
People who eat quickly until they are full are
three times more likely to
become overweight than
those who eat slowly,
Japanese researches
reported Wednesday.
Eating style is being
passed down to children
by observing and mimicking parents' eating
habits. The World Health
Organization currently classifies 400 million people
as obese, 20 million of which are under the age of
five.
Researchers believe that the obesity problem is
exacerbated by easy access to fast food. Those
interviewed said habits like watching television
while eating, along with the accessibility of inexpensive food in large portions contributs to their eating
style.
Obesity can lead to health conditions such as
type 2 diabetes and heart disease.

Gas prices fall as
economy flutters
Oil prices fell below $67 a barrel on Wednesday
after the government reported an increase in U.S.
fuel supplies.
According to the Energy Information Administration, the demand for motor gasoline over the past
four weeks has gone down 4.3 percent from what
the amount was at this time last year last year. Jet
fuel demand has fallen 9.2 percent, and distillate
fuel demand is down 5.8 percent.
As investors worry about the amount of time
that it will take the economy to recover, energy
markets are being weighed down by the stock market. In mid-July, crude oil price peaked at $147.27
but have now fallen 55 percent. This drop has
resulted in a $1.25 decrease in price for one gallon
of unleaded gasoline.

28,860,040
- Number of Facebook users in the United States as
of August 15, 2008
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Seniors Austin Kelly, Kevin Dawes and Drew Spickes work late finishing a microprocessors lab from Wednesday night into Thursday morning. Students often check out from their dorms to the Pryor-England Science Building to work on time-consuming labs.

"A single stone moved
from its place has a tremendous impact on millions of things."
- Revev Manor, Israeli Nature and National Parks
Authority instructor, speaking to
Israeli army officers about how
they affect the environment.

"India could be spending the money on getting clean drinking water
to the poor. Instead it
chooses to blast its way
into a space race."
- Praful Bidwai, a fellow at the Transnational Institute think tank, in response to
India's unmanned mission to
the moon.

"Some will ask the inevitable question in these
troubled times: 'How can
we afford it?' I would ask
instead, 'How can we not
afford it?"'

"Never in my dreams had
I imagined that I would
drive my truck to the
other side."

- Condoleezza Rice, U.S.
Secretary of State, in response
to America's continued commitment to foreign assistance during the economic crisis.

-Babar Ali, the man who
drove the first truck across the
border between India and Pakistan after the trade route was
reopened.

According to the
Centers for Disease
Control, the flu is the
fifth leading cause of
death in the U.S.
The best protection
against the highly contagious influenza virus
the annual flu shot. Because viruses change
over t ime, a new vaccine is developed each
year in order to protect
against the newest
strain of the virus.
It takes two weeks
for the shot to take full
effect, making September and October
the best months to get

vaccinated. By being
vaccinated before the
peak of flu season (between December and
March), you decrease
your risk of catching
the virus.
Anyone who wants
to diminish their
chances of getting
the flu can be vaccinated, but it is highly
recommended for all
children age 6 months
and older, pregnant
women, people over
the age of 50, adults
and children with
chronic medical conditions, people living in

"He is crossing lines:
ethnic lines, racial lines,
generational lines."
- Colin Powell, former
U.S. Secretary of State, on his
reasons for endorsing Democratic presidential candidate Barack
Obama.

"Maybe instead of gaining
the freshman 15 I'll lose
I•t .II

- Kaitlyn Birwell, freshman at the University of New
England in Maine, on her new
bike. The university offers free
bikes to freshmen who promise
to leave their cars at home in order to help alleviate the shortage
of parking and to help improve
students' health.

long-term care facilities and those who
live with or care for
those at high risk for
complications from the
flu .
If you are among
those that contract t he
virus, symptoms can
appear rapidly.
A high fever, chills,
aches and pains, dry
cough, headache, congestion and sore throat
are all common complications.
The flu also causes
extreme fatigue that
can last for days or
weeks.

If you are sick, avoid
contact with others.
The virus is spread
easily when an infected
person coughs, sneezes
or talks, allowing it to
become airborne.
Basic home care
includes staying in bed,
taking pain relievers
to ease muscle aches,
drinking fluids to flush
the virus from your
system, staying home
and washing hands
frequently.
If symptoms persist
longer than five days,
seek medical attention.

•
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Chemistry Celebr ated
Club shares passion for science with others.
By ERIC HOLLINGSWORTH
a ssista nt copy e d itor
Across the country scientists and students alike are
celebrating National Chemistry Week Oct. 19-25. This
year's theme is "Having a Ball
With Chemistry." According
to the American Chemical
Society's Web site, NCW is
a communi ty-based annual
event that unites ACS local
sections, businesses, schools and
individuals in communicating
the importance of chemistry to
everyone's quality of life.
T h e Harding chemistry
club, The Gedanken Society,
also celebrated by performing experiments at Harding
A cademy, hosting trivia sessions
in fres h man and sophomore
chemistry classes and design ingT-shirts to celebrate mole
day, Oct. 23, which NCW is
centered around. The name for
the chemistry club comes from
the German word for thought,
Gedanken.
Chemistry club President
Taylor H endrixson, Vice President Katherine Vaughan and
sponsor D r. Burt Hollandsworth
traveled to Harding Academy
Oct. 21, where they performed
several chemical experiments for
Eric Schramm's AP chemistry
class. Before each experiment,
they explained to the class the
chemistry involved behind the
reactions. The first reaction
produced a "slime" polymer by
cross-linking proteins in regular
glue with borax.
The second reaction was an
"explosively exothermic" reaction
between iron (Ill) oxide and
aluminum powder called the
thermite reaction. The students
then played around with Diet
Coke and Mentos.
On mole day, members of
the chemistry club also went to

HIZ:

freshman- and sophomore-level
chem is try classes at Harding
University with trivia questions
for the students to answer. Students who answered correctly
received prizes.
Mole day honors the unit
chemists use to count very
large numbers of tiny, invisible
particles such as atoms and ions.
It is equivalent to the number
of carbon atoms in 12 grams of
carbon-12, or 6.022 times 10 to
the 23rd power, hence the reason
for mole day being celebrated on
Oct. 23. This number was first
calculated by Italian physicist
Amedeo Avogadro and is known
as Avogadro's number.
The chemistry club is also
creating T-shirts for mole day,
which can be purchased by contacting Hendrixson, Vaughan or
Hollandsworth.
The club is the Harding
student affiliate chapter of the
ACS. Hendrixson is a senior
majoring in biochemistry and
Spanish and is planning on attending medical school. He said
that he joined the chemistry
club so he could be involved
with something that dealt with
his major.
"Participating in a student
chapter of the ACS gives me
membership in a larger professional organization," Hendrixson
said. "Being president allows
me to help others with similar
academic interests [to] prepare
for their future careers."
Vaughan is a senior chemistry major who feels that as
a chemistry major she is kind
of automatically a part of the
chemistry club.
"It is a good way to get involved
wii'.h science majors and to do
some fun stuffwith chemistry,"
Vaughan said. "Being vice president allows me to have an active
role in the club. As an officer, I
can try new ideas and events to

make the club better.
This fall, 134 students
are enrolled in Chemistry
114, and 264 are enrolled in
General Chemistry. According to Hollandsworth, these
are the largest numbers ever
for a semester of General
Chemistry. With the chemistry
department helping to educate
chemistry, biochemistry, biology, engineering, pre-medical,
pre-dental, pre-PA, pre-pharmacy nursing dietetics, exercise
science and physical theraby
stuednts, among others, Hollandsworth said one could say
that chemistry is the central
department on campus for
science-related majors.
In general, NCW is intended
to raise interest in chemistry
among students and the general
population.
"Typically, many high school
students do not have a passion
for chemistry," Vaughan said.
"We visited them to show that
chemistry is not just about calculations and conversions, but
[also about] lab experiments
that produce some exciting
results."
Hollandsworth said h e
was p leased with the efforts
made by the chemistry club
to affect attitudes concerning
chemistry.
"I very much like the idea
of National Chemistry Week
because it gives exposure to a
branch of science that affects
everyone," Hollandsworth
said. "Chemistry is the central science, and most new
technological advances that
make our lives easier involve
a chemical discovery in some
way. Anything that we can do
to show the useful and fun side
of chemistry is good."
Further information about
National Chemistry Week can be
found at www.acs.org/ncw.

photo by NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
91-year old Walter Decherd stands beside his belongings after relief workers mucked his house.

RELIEF:

Volunteers assist residents with painful process

CONTINUED from Page 1
out, muckers will tear off the
walls and spray the insides with
a deluded bleach solution to kill
any remaining mold. Darnell
showed me a picture of a small
painting hanging on half a wall.
Everything just inches below it
had been stripped away down to
the wooden frame.
The mucking process is hard
physical labor and what McGuire
calls "nasty, disgusting work,"
but it is no more pleasant for
the storm victims who have to
watch as their possessions are
thrown away.
"I just had to wonder what it
must feel like to be the elderly
woman in the van across the
street watching her house be
poured out down the driveway
and onto the curb," Darnell
said. "I wondered what it must
have felt like to watch all of the
things she had carefully put in
their places and dusted, all of
the carpets she had vacuumed
for years, all of the furniture that
had held her clothes for decades
... all of it emptied from the
house and scraped into a dump
truck by a backhoe in the course
of a single day."
However, while the mucking
process is unpleasant for every-

one involved, the voluntel;rs are
generally well received by the
communities that they assist.
"They're out here working for
God and people know they're
working for God," McGuire
said. "Almost everybody that we
send people [to help] just dotes
on them and can't find a way to
express how grateful they are to
have the assistance."
One special story both McGuire and Darnell brought up
was the case ofWalter Decherd,
a 91-year old man whose home
was nearly smashed to pieces by
the storm surge. He watched
passively as Harding students
gutted his house, occasionally stepping forward to keep
certain special items out of the
rubble pile. Afterward, the old
fisherman thanked the students,
saying"You've saved me almost
two years of work, if I did this
myself"
"He's thanking us, and we
didn't feel like it was something
to be thanked for, because he
had been through so much,"
Darnell said, looking at a picture
ofWalter as he stands beside his
remaining possessions in the
back of a pickup truck. "He was
so thankful for [the help], but
in the end it feels like we just

tore his house out."
The 62 volunteers were able to
reach out to a number offamilies
around the Galveston Bay area
last weekend, but McGuire said
help and attention is still sorely
needed for victims of the most
devastating storm to hit the Gulf
Coast since Hurricane Katrina
in 2005.
"The coverage just isn't there,"
McGuire said. "You don't have
these really sad people trying to
get out of the Superdome [in
New Orleans] and everybody
wants to help."
The Harding Student Association will send another group
of volunteers to the coast this
weekend, this time to a church
in Sulfur, La. Another trip is
scheduled for the following
weekend, although SA president
Michael Crouch said details had
not been finalized.
"Basically, we have multiple
churches who would take us
at a moment's notice," Crouch
said.
More ofNoah Darnell's photos
can be found on Page 6A in this
issue ofThe Bison. For more
information on Servants Unite
and their work with Hurricane
Ike relief, visit their blog at
servantsunite.blogspot.com.

Students press through tough times to learn more about themselves

CONTINUED from Page 1
in Africa solidified the group and
they became a family.
Working in the medical clinic,
giving vaccinations and drawing
blood convinced Bakke that his
future career will be in medicine.
D eveloping relationships with
orphans also encouraged him to
pursue pediatric medicine.
The time Bakke spent in 7.ambia
included some unpleasant experiences when he was tired, hungry
and uncomfortable, but he said
those times helped him grow.
"I learned a lot about love,"
Bakke said.
Tunnell echoed the sentiments

about difficult times, but she said
she encourages students who care
about people and seek to learn
about the people of God to go
to Zambia.
"It is tedious, laborious and
tiresome, but it is rewarding,"
Tunnell said.
Jeffrey Hopper, dean of the
Honors College, said that the
program is fulfilling the goals
its founders had in mind at its
conception. Dr. Monte Cox, a
former missionary to Africa, assisted Hopper in the development
of expectations for and offerings
of the program.
"The HIZ program has actu-

ally come to realize more, day by
day, the original conception of the
program,"Hopper said. "In Africa,
the standards for accomplishment
are quite different than they are
in our culture here."
Students with an interest in
missions, education and medicine
are encouraged to explore this
option for time overseas. An application is required, and students
must go through a screening
process before acceptance into
the program each fall.
Hopper said he also recommends HIZ to students who wish
to experience a distinct culture
and change, "to students who

think they might want to live
in a developing nation but who
aren't sure ... to those who are
sure that they want to do this
and ... to students with a strong
constitution and commitment to
follow where God's hand guides
them."
"I believe that HIZ participants,
both past and current, discover
a viable and expressive outlet
for caring, identify to a greater
extent than ever before with
their own humanity and forge
a life-long bond with a people
and a culture that they might
have never otherwise known,"
Hopper said.
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"Tell me about your qualifications,"
they say. Searching for the proper words,
I might say that I worked long hours
as a "Food Distribution Supervisor and
Problem Advisor" - which of course
means that I was a camp counselor and
served food in the mess hall. Perhaps
they would be impressed chat I was an
"athletic statistician and coordinator"
- in other words, I kept the score at old
men's softball games for two summers.
"Would squeak-proofing chairs at my
student-work job be a resume booster?" I
wonder to mysel£
The fact is - we're never going to
feel fully qualified. Though I've worked
on the campus newspaper, written for
a local magazine and taken journalism
courses for four years, the real experience will come after I take that leap of
Faith. God doesn't promise that it will
be easy. He doesn't promise that I won't
have to start at the very bottom and
work my way up. In Romans 8:28 Paul
says, "And we know that God causes
all things to work together for good
to those who love God, to those who
are called according to His purpose."
It doesn't say that God will pick us
up, plop us down at a career fair and
bring the right job to us. Ifwe have
faith, develop courage wd welcome
change in our lives, God will hold our
hand as we step into the unknown
- as we walk into the rotunda.

watering, he slowly raises
e food to his mouth. Though
tongue is on fire, his hand is
shaking and he cannot control his tear
ducts, he bravely moves the last piece
toward his face, grimacing in anticipation ofwhat is to come. Pausing only for
the slightest instant, he drops the food
in, chews quickly and swallows, gripping
the edge of the table, his face comoned
in concentration as he strains to control
what feels like an explosion in his
mouth. As the last bit passes down his
throat, he opens his eyes and manages
a quick grin and triumphant fist pump
before franticly lunging across the table
for the icy remnants of a friend's drink.
Applause and shouts of encouragement
ring out from those who have been
watching the spectacle in amusement fur
the past few minutes.
He has just finished his basket of
Buffulo wings with Homicide sauce.
I was privileged enough to witness this scene Wednesday evening at
Wmgs To Go, one of Searcy's newest
restaurants, which is almost the BaskinRobbins of the wings world, serving
20 flavors ofsauce. In what is swiftly
becoming a weekly tradition, several
friends and I decided to partake in the
half-price boneless buffulo wings before
Bible study. Having had not-so-happy
experiences with hot sauces in the past,
I chose to order my wings with the
tamer honey barbecue sauce (which,
by the way, was quite excellent). One
of my friends, however, having fared
well against the Suicide sauce last week,
decided to step it up and go for what
is described on the Wings To Go Web
site as the sauce eaten "only on a dare":
Homicide.
We all knew how it would end, but
my friend pressed on undaunted. And
it seemed for a moment that he was fine
and would acrually defeat that hottest of
sauces. Then he made the unwise decision ro breathe. Seemingly, as with real
fire, oxygen only funs the flames, and it
became quickly apparent he would not
dispatch Homicide as easily as Suicide.
Well, you know how it ended. After
a few minutes of recovery, he seemed to
be all right, and we all had a good laugh.
We finished our respective meals, and
made plans to eat there again next week.
It seems that we were not the only
ones who found Wmgs To Go an excellent location to take repast, though. I
would estimate that half the student
body, and several members of the faculty,
put in an appearance at Wings To Go
that evening, and char was only during
the hour or so I was there. It seems it
is quickly becoming one of the more
popular eateries in Searcy. The lure of
10 wings for only $3 seems to be too
much for a college student on a budget
to resist.
My only advice is to resist the siren's
song of the Homicide sauce. It may
seem like the perfect thing to illustrate
your machismo, but from what I've seen,
it's not worth it. Another friend fell into
this trap, however, by jokingly suggesting they have a competition to see who
could eat the most Homicide-drenched
wings. That, of course, could not go
unanswered, and so the tournament
was born. Next week, the first match-up
takes place. I must admit, I am excited
in a most un-genclemanly like manner.
This son of pointless masochism appeals
to my prurient interests, and come wing
time next week, I will be right there
in the front row, watching the test of
strength. It feels almost as if the gladiatorial games have returned.
So yes, I will watch in glee as my fiiends
render their ability ro ta.see null and void I
sympathize with their plight. I have a fee.ling that, ifasked why they would choose
ro submit themselves ro this tonure, they
would respond in the same frontier spirit
ofthe mOlllltain climber ofantiquity when
asked why he continued ro climb in spite of
all the danger: "because it's there.n
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Appreciate Chapel Before It Is Too Late
uffin chapel makes me smile. I
would be willing to bet it makes
you smile coo, ifonly because
the word "muffin" sounds really funny
when you say it over and over again (dwell
on that later and keep reading fur now).On muffin chapel day, there are three main
categories ofpeople: the people who go and
smile all day because they had a delicious
muffin afi:er chapel, the people who don't
go and are upset that they missed it and the
people who don't go and act like they aren't
upset but in all acruality are quite upset and
wish they had gone to muffin chapel.
Now, I bring up muffin chapel so that
you will keep reading. I am well aware of
the multitude of~ that well up in
the hearts ofHarding students when the
subject ofchapel is brought up. Some enjoy
chapel and never~ a day. Some think
chapel is Hardings way offorcing morality
upon students, and that they should not
have to go. Some switch back and forth
between these cwo extremes depending on
the ratio of~ents procrnstinated on
ro remaining chapel skips. Wherever you
full on the spectrum, chapel is a part ofour
daily lives, which means we should at least
have some peare about going.
Do you remember your first chapel?
Whether it was during high school or
during your first day as a Harding student,
I hope you noticed the incredible singing.
Coming from a medium-siz.ed. church
in Missouri, I was blown away. fve heard
countless individuals who stand up to
address the student body in chapel say that
the singing is even more incredible from
the front of the Benson. Sometimes I forget
how rare it is to be on a campus that joins
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"My plea is that if a particular
day's agenda doesn't appeal to
you or 1f you, just want to talk,
take a chapel skip and let the
rest of us listen. "
together evecy day and praises God. Chapel
is part ofthe Harding attnosphere that
draws so many people from all around the
world ro Searcy, Ark. It is a blessing that is
fur too easy to take fur granted.
Sometimes, I get upset during chapel,
but not because ofthe speaker or the
topic or the so~. I get upset because the
people around me are talking. And I don't
just mean that they are whispering back
and forth to each other occasionally; I
mean they are talking in normal speaking
voices while the chapel program is going on
- and this upsets me. It upsets me because
I feel that as college students at a Ouist:ian
institution, we should have resp«:r for any
person who gets up ro address us about
any topic on any given day, whether or not
we are interested in the chosen topic. We
might not think it applies to us at all, and
thats fine. We don't have to listen. But do
we really have to ralk? Talking distraa:s and
upsets those around us who might want to
listen, and it reflea:s badly on us as a student
body.

Think about the person who has
mustered the courage to stand in front of
the crowd ofpeople in the Benson. Do
you think that our talking, giggling, doing
homework, aiticizing grammar, texting or
snoring encourages that person? Probably
not. All ofus at Harding knew that when
we came here, we would be expected to
attend chapel.
We are granted chapel skips fur those
days when we have a last-minute assignment or a doctor's appointment, and sometimes the admissions office will even take
over a few sections of seats fur visitors. On
Pipeline, the chapel schedule tells us what
will be talked about during the week.
We have every opporrunity ro not
come to a chapel that doesn't interest us.
My plea is that ifa partiatlar day's agenda
doesn't appeal ro you or ifyou, just want
to calk, take a chapel skip and let the rest of
us listen. Ifyou're out ofchapel skips, think
ofit as an opporrunity to hear someone
speak on something that you may not ever
havi: heard spoken on before. Ifyou've
heard it before, listen fur d.ifferena:s. Even
ifyou think the ropic doesn't apply to
you, it might in the future. Consider it a
special blessing that you get to hear about
something new.
When people graduate and I ask them
what they~ moo about Hardings
campus, I hear two main things. People and
chapel. Let's cry to fully appreciate what we
have while we're here.
JACQUE BREUER is a guest
contributor to the Bison and may
be contacted at jbreuer@harding.
edu

Mclnteer Rotunda, Here I Collle. • •

rr

becoming claustrophobic.

:verything appeared ro be going in slow
orion. I heard people talking. some
even laughing-but itwas like an outof-body experience. I was paralyzed with
anxiety. I made continual trips ro the water
fountain because my mouth fdt like cotton.
While this may seem like a scene out of
a clisrurbing horror flick. it was instead a
description ofAshton at her first career fuir.
Though a slight exaggeration, it describes
the reality check that has infunged on my
comfon wne - the senior year that slowly
creeps up on you and takes you by surprise.
For the past three years, I have
gleefully walked by the displays in the
Mclnteer Rotunda. With my morning
chicken biscuit in hand, I would smile
to myself as I saw college seniors playing
dress-up and talking to business representatives. Trading in their Chacos for
dress shoes, they smiled nervously and
handed over resumes printed on quality
paper that was more expensive than their
last meal.
Even as a senior, I am ashamed to
admit that I was crying to avoid the
Rotunda like the plague. My grandpa,
a professor here, kept strategically placing "Career Fair" fliers in my path. He
is always updating me on job openings and has become my own personal
public relations practitioner.
Why is there such a hesitance on
my part? I knew this day would come.
In fact, in every stage of life that has
come my way I thought I would somehow miraculously be ready to embrace
it. My closest girlfriends and I would
daydream at sleep overs about the day

"Trading in their Chacos
for dress shoes, they smiled
nervously and handed over
resumes printed on quality
paper that was more exr.ensive
than their last mea . "
we would be in each other's weddings.
Giggling, we would compare color
schemes, musical selections and, of
course - the perfect dress and perfect
man. With four of them tying the knot
this coming summer, I find myself in
a state of denial. Slumber party plans
have turned into real planning. Talk
of bridesmaid dresses has turned into
actual fittings. It's not that I'm not incredibly happy for them - it's just that
solidification of change that tugs at my
heart. As with patience, when dealing
with change is your downfall you are
often given plenty of opportunities to
practice bettering yourself.
God is slowly showing me that
situations and having ir all together
will not provide me with the constancy that I long for - that I will never
fully feel adequate enough to face
what lies before me. My professors
are always telling my classmates and
me to "sell ourselves" in an interview
- to !er that employer know why he
needs us to be a part of his team. I
think that is why I find myself frozen
at career fairs and in desperate search
of a water fountain. I feel like a little
girl again, dressing up in my mother's
clothes trying to be a grown-up.
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Post-Election Pundancy A Pitifu l Sight

T

here are two groups of Americans who will be depressed
Nov. 5: the 49.4 percent of
citizens who backed the losing candidate, and the 50.6 percent who are
employed as political commentators.
It indeed has been a glorious time to
be a pundit. With a 2008 election cycle that essentially began back during
the Clinton administration, and with
surprises both dramatic and historic at
every turn, the folks who are paid co
have opinions about politics are cashing in big time. And, alas, it will all be
over in three weeks.
Of course, not everyone cares.
On one episode of "Seinfeld," Elaine
protests co Jerry chat she is tired of
"coming into this stinking apartment
every 10 minutes co pore over the
excruciating minutia of every single
daily event." Her comment just proves
that Elaine would have made a terrible
political pundit. Excruciating minutia
is what these people live for. Responding to every decimal shift in opinion
polls, giving the post-morccm on
every speech, declaring the gravity of
every gaffe and basically providing an
instant replay of the entire campaign
season, the commentators have discovered that there is no Washington
happening so small that someone will
not pay to have it analyzed.
To translate this co a sports analogy, what is the most envied job in the
sports world? Not the quarterback,
not the pitcher, not the forward and

MICHAEL CLAXTON
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"No, as much as every guy in
America would like to be a star
athlete, the commentators have
the real dream job."
certainly not the poor guy who has to
refill the cooler after the coach's Gatorade bath. No, as much as every guy
in America would like to be a star athlete, the commentators have the real
dream job. Think about it. They get to
hang around sports 24/7. They get to
talk about sports, and they get to sit
down while doing it. They have opinions the world wants to hear, and the
world is willing to write a big check
every week for the privilege. What
sports fan would not want this job? In
fact, if you could hook a radio microphone to the average guy's Lazy Boy
co capture his play-by-play comments
during football season, there is a good
chance that he would neither move
from that chair nor change underwear
from August to January. Especially if
his check is direct deposited.
Believe it or not, there are people
who similarly live and breathe policies.
Political junkies include activists, cam-

paign strategists, political science professors, lobbyists, members of Congress, magazine editors, party loyalists,
spin doctors and even ex-Presidents,
all of whom sit breathlessly through
the debates, conventions and stump
speeches. And for every talking head
who gees paid to have his or her finger
on the political pulse of America,
there's an amateur know-it-all calling
into talk radio who is envious.
Bur the pundits certainly earn their
keep. Before a debate, Chris Matthews
tells us what to expect, and after the
debate, he tells us what we thought
about it. James Carville explains what
the poll numbers mean and why we
should believe them on Tuesday but
not on Wednesday. Fred Barnes puts
every election in context of the last 27
presidential races, Iese we forget for a
moment how chis year compares co
the election of 1952. And all of these
folks live for the Veepstakes, the now
over-used term for those three months
of staged melodrama between the
close of the primaries and the party
conventions where experts get rich arguing about who might be the second
person on the ticket.
Some of these people probably
haven't slept since the Iowa caucuses.
And why should they? Talking politics
is a major cash cow these days, and
it doesn't pay to get caught napping during the hype. But why has
political punditry become such a
desirable commodity? My theory (for

which The Bison is, sadly, paying me
nothing) is that Americans are coo
busy to think politics. Just like we
are too busy to do every ocher form
of living. We pay people to do our
housework, co take care of our kids,
to manage our finances, to plan our
vacations, to clip our toenails and co
make our morning coffee for us with
extra whipped cream and chocolate
sprinkles. So why not pay ocher
people to think about the fate of the
country while we are taking care of
business? I confess that I cannot go to
bed each night until I've heard Mara
Lyasson and Charles Krauthammer
pontificate on the day's campaign
news. My mother has been known
to delay dinner until Bric Hume and
his panel have finished airing their
thoughts.
And it is these guys for whom I
will feel most sorry for on 1\Jov. 5.
Forcunately, just as football talk goes
on after the Superbowl, political commentary won't miss a beat after the
election. After all, who will the new
presidenr choose for his cabinet? My
calendar is booked solid, so I need
Mara and Charles to tell me who che
favorites are and why I do or do not
like chem. Hopefully when I retire I'll
have time to think for myself.
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an assistant
professor of English and a frequent
contributor to the Bison and may be
contacted at mclaxtol@harding.edu

Between Iraq And A Hard Place
n the modern world wars, are no
longer fought in open fields with
clear battle lines and recognizable
hostile combatanrs.
The complexity of the situation
in Iraq is challenging for many
Americans to understand. The
situation cannot be measured
by major battles or by territory
controlled. While military
commanders have a better
underscanding of the situation, the
American public can only sec the
mounting costs of the war in dollars
and casualties. Without seeing distinct
clear victories or successes, the public
is forced co accept the word of the
government and the military to
interpret the situation in Iraq.
This war is not a conventional war
with clearly identifiable adversaries.
In conventional warfare, the enemies
wear clearly definable uniforms;
the insurgents in Iraq do not wear
anything chat would distinguish them
from the local populace.
Without a stable and selfsupporcing government, chc young
and developing Iraqi democracy
requires foreign military personnel
to act as advisors and allies. To leave
Iraq without a stable government
would be equivalent to tearing out the
computers on a commercial Boeing
747 midflight and then bailing out

I
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"Without a stable and selfsupporting government, the
young and developing Iraqi
democracy requires foreign
military personnel to act as
advisors and allies. "
with the only parachute. Chaos would
ensue as the pilot struggle to maintain
control.
What seems to be forgotten in the
calls for American withdrawal from
Iraq is the nature of the governmenr
of Iraq before Operation Iraqi
Freedom. Saddam Hussein's Ba'ch
Party took its inspiration from Hitler's
Nazis. The fascist regimes of both
Italy and Germany initiaced massive
propaganda efforts in the Middle
East. Their Anti-Jew propaganda
fell on sympathetic ears. The first
in a series of military dictators cook
power in Iraq with the overthrow of
the Iraqi monarchy in 1958. He who
controlled the Ba'ch Party in Iraq

was the dictator. Anyone who can

deny the evil of Hider's regime and
ignore the evil of Saddam Hussein's
regime needs to rethink his or her
views. America could not afford to
intervene in the fascist take over of
Iraq in che early 1950s as the cold
war was quickly warming up and Iraq
was a stone's throw away from Soviet
territory.
Evenrually the U.S. muse withdraw
its military presence in Iraq. The
questions are how long it will take and
what the cost will be. Nation building
is nor an easy or swift process. The
current Constitution of the United
States was ratified nearly 12 years after
the Declaration of Independence was
signed. U.S. military presence in Iraq
has only gone on for just over five
years.
How can the American people
expect the Iraqi people co achieve in
six years the reasonable amounr of
stability the United States developed
over 12? lndependenr stability for
Iraq will not come about without
continuing U.S. assistance and
support.
The goal is achievable. The only
question is: ls America willing to pay
the price to ensure an independent
and stable Iraq? Unfortunately, the
issue of the immediate or eventual
withdrawal from Iraq seems to be

based solely on which party wins the
next election.
In an increasingly global and
postmodern world, it is imporcanr
that Americans remember their
heritage.
The American people traditionally
find pride in their sense of liberty,
justice and equality. In World War
II, America answered Britain's call
for relief from Hider before acting
against Japan. Rather than push for
immediate vengeance on the Japanese,
the U.S. focused on liberating Europe
from under the Nazi jackboot. The
motto for the Green Berets Army
Special Forces is "De Oppresso Liber,"
a Latin phrase meaning to "Free the
Oppressed."
The United States must reanalyze
its role in international relations.
However, Americans cannot
consciously and morally abandon
the Iraqi people after removing the
only sense of structure and order they
had in the form of Saddam Hussein's
Ba'thisc regime. Only time will tell
how the situation in Iraq will fare.
Americans must weigh the decision
and ask if a nation's freedom is worth
the price char has to be paid.
WILL BAKER is a guest contributor
for the Bison and may be
contacted at wbaker@harding.edu

For A Breath of Fresh Air: Arkansans
Unite to Fight Coal-Fired Power Plants
ast Saturday, I mingled with
a curious conglomeration of
Arkansans - environmenralists
and hunrers, middle-aged hippies and
their next-generation counterparts,
high school students and homeowners - who assembled at Arkansas'
Capitol for one purpose: to encourage Governor Mike Beebe to place
a moratorium on coal-fired power
plants in Arkansas, thereby suspending a Southwestern Electric Power
Company plane proposed for southwest Arkansas.
Many of these "No Coal" Rally
attendees wore dust masks over their
mouths, a tescamenr to the toxic, often carcinogenic emissions that would
infiltrate the air should the SWEPCO
plant be built.
Typical emissions such as sulfur
dioxide and mercury threaten to harm
human and environmental health and
mar the beauty for which the Natural
State is known.
"There is no such thing as clean
coal," cancer researcher Dr. Leah Henning said at the rally. "Even one more
coal-fired power plane is too much."
Specifically, the SWEPCO plant
would annually release six million
metric tons of carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere - "an amount equal
to 50 percent of Arkansas' current
vehicle emissions," according to
climatologist Robert McAfee of the
Governor's Commission on Global
Warming. The commission recently
recommended that all construction
of coal-fired power plants in Arkansas
stop, at lease until carbon sequestration technology is developed.
In addition to carbon dioxide,
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Green

Without

Envy

an established contributor to global
warming, other pollutants from
coal-fired power planes have been
shown to negatively affect humans
and wildlife.
Nitrogen oxide forms a component of ozone smog. Sulfur dioxide
forms acid rain, which kills forests and
aquatic animals. Mercury damages the
nervous system in people and animals.
Carcinogens such as benzine, cyanide
and arsenic contribute to abnormally
high rates of cancer near power planes.
Finally, pollutants in general cause
asthma, respiratory illnesses, premature births and more.
Harmed by such toxins, birds act
as harbingers of trouble for humans.
"Birds are more sensitive to changes in the environment than we arc,"
Dr. Dan Scheiman, Bird Conservation
Director for Audubon Arkansas said.
"They are the literal and figurative
canaries in a coal mine. When they
face trouble, trouble will be facing us
soon, too."
Scheiman said that bird species
around the world are not as common
today as they were mere decades ago.
If we momenrarily forger the
health problems that would plague
people near the SWEPCO plane, the
prospect of jobs and a boosted local
economy might appear :t£ potenrial

benefits. As such, SWECO estimates
char l 00 permanenr jobs would be
created if its Arkansas plant were
built. However, a number of chose
permanenc employees would be
trained specialists from afar, reducing
the planr's local economic potential.
On the contrary, wind energy could
create 800 new jobs and provide clean
energy that would nor raise healthcare coses. Also, over about the next
two years, 20,000 new "green" jobs
could be created in Arkansas if the
Green Economic Recovery Program,
a recommendation of the Center for
American Progress, were introduced
as a means of reducing the currenr
unemployment rate.
Clearly, coal-fired power plants
emit trouble, spewing toxic substances
in a 500-mile radius around each
plant - more than enough reason
to rally against additional plants in
Arkansas and elsewhere. Since even
the governor's own global warming
commission recommended chat a
moratorium be placed upon coal-fired
power plants, it seems firring that the
governor himself follow through with
his commission's wishes - the main
purpose behind the rally.
To encourage Gov. Beebe to take
"green" action, even busy Harding
students can do their part. You can
call Beebe at 501 -682-2345 to repeat
the negative effects of coal and express
your support of the moratorium. Glen
Hooks of Arkansas' chapter of the
Sierra Club also recommended that
students stay informed about coal
issues, which are ever in flux. The pros
and cons of coal uses can be found at
the following Web sites: www.cleanai-

-

rarkansas.org and www.cleancoalusa.
org. Moreover, students can conrinue
reducing the need for energy on
campus by recycling, using cloth bags
instead of petroleum-produced plastic
bags and driving less.
The Natural Stace is currently
ranked 38ch in energy efficiency, an
ironic statistic.
"As the Natural State, we should be
leading in energy efficiency. We have
made progress in recent years, but it
will take real progressive state legislation to take us to the level we need
to be and to make coal-fired plants
a thing of the past," Angela Wisely,
Outreach Coordinator for Audubon
Arkansas said.
The winds of positive environmental change can blow into Arkansas,
and change has been realized. In fact,
Arkansas is the only state to have a
global warming commission. McAfee
said he believes chat if Arkansas would
invest in wind, solar and biomass
energy, the outcome would reverse
the state's current energy efficiency
standing.
"We could lead the nation in clean
energy," McAfee said.
At the end of che rally, participants
gathered together on the Capitol
seeps, their bodies forming the words,
"No Coal." My hope is that the
Harding body, too, spells "No Coal"
through actions chat amplify our
commitment to a greener campus and
healthier lifestyles.
SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH
serves as the features editor for the
2008-2009 Bison. She may contacted at sholschb@harding.edu
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The End Of
Dreams And
The Return
Of Reality

T

o my generation, chis is for
you.
Every generation since the
end of the World War II has experienced nearly unfettered prosperity
and growth. American opcimism
ruled the day. America was the
leader of the Western world and the
place where dreams were born. To
America, nothing seemed impractical and anything was possible. For
the you th of the prosperous years,
the decade to come always looked
more hopeful and promising than
the last.
Indeed, fulfillment of the American dream was always ripe with
potential.
Unfortunately, for our generation
this is not the case.
For us, che American dream has
been realized for what it really is
- a dream. We are the post-bailout
generation.
It appears chat the transgressions
of America's past have finally caught
up with her. The follies of American optimism have been exposed in
dramatic fashion, coming in the form
of $700 billion plus, a housing crisis
and an economy that is on the verge
of collapsing.
Against the better wishes of the
American governmenr, the American
people and the American psyche ac
large, the notion that anyone can have
anything, no matter the cost, is hastily
deteriorating.
"No credit? Bad credit? No problem!" was the motto of pre-market
collapse America. The idea that credit
ought not to be restricted was the
norm. Sub prime loans and unjustified extensions of credit were commonplace.
This system, for better or worse,
has collapsed under the weight of its
own insanity. In its place hovers a
thick cloud of uncertainty. For youthful generations of coday, there is a
sense of uneasiness when looking out
over the horizon.
The American optimist movement was a farce. The woefully
idealistic movement subverted
reason and rationality in favor of
greed and deception. Instead of a
popular culture built on feasibility
and prudence, the American optimise movement fostered an irregular
development built on chance and
speculation.
Although such accusations run
the risk of hasty generalizations and
oversimplification of a very complex
problem, it is an undeniable face that
a new American order is on the rise,
one char will have new rules and new
realities.
What has since been considered
the American dream will now be
called the American reality. This new
reality is not the fulfillmenr of che
American dream, but che realization
that lofcy dreaming is harmful and
destructive when done in spite of
blunt realities.
This new reality makes the roles
and responsibilities of the up-andcoming generations as equaJly unique
as they are important. The situation
is unique in the sense that there is the
opportunity of reforming a botched
system.
The situation is important because
the welfare of posterity relies on the
seizing of chis opportunity to make
the broken system good again.
Undoubtedly, many of you will
sleep through this transformativc
process.
There will be those of you who
are told nothing is wrong and
everything is perfectly fine; many of
you will believe it.
However, some of you will recognize the immense opportunity that
lies in from of you co make lasting
and meaningful change. You will be
endowed with the responsibility of
remaking the structure chat defines
our existence. The American political,
economic and social structure is due
for a reformation.
There is now the opportunity
to ground America in reality, not
dreams.
The opportunity to return to a
more classical truth-based system defined by justice, honesty and rationality is up for che taking.
STEVE DENNEY is a guest
contributor for the Bison and may
contacted at sdenney@harding.edu
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SHELTER AFTER THE STORM
Students offered helping hands
Oct. 16-1 9 to areas in southeast
Texas affected by Hurricane Ike

"I just had to wonder what it must
feel like to be the elderly woman in
the van across the street, watching her house be poured out down
the driveway and onto the curb ....
all of it emptied from the house
and scraped into a dump truck by
a backhoe in the course of a single

day."

See story page 1A
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A tale of two quarterbacks
Harding's David Knighton
and UA-Monticello's Scott
Buisson are the Gulf South's
most productive signal callers

#16
CRAIGRAINBOLT I The Bison

H omecoming at H arding could make for an epic showdown
of two of the Gulf South Conference's most prolific offenses.
Harding will be led to battle by their proven quarterback,
David Knighton. Knighton is the reigning GSC Offensive
P layer of the Year. The senior from Seminole, Okla., is Harding's career leader in every passing category.
Arkansas-Monticello will depend on quarterback Scott
Buisson for their offense. Buisson's dual-threat capabilities
have cemented him as one of the most dangerous players in
the GSC. Thanks to Buisson and his group of talented running
backs, the Boll Weevils lead the GSC in rushing yards per game
with almost 260 yards on the ground per contest.
Harding will look to take advantage of a UAM pass defense
that allows more that 270 yards per game through the air with
their wide-open spread offense.
Though UAM gives up significant yardage through the air,
they can make teams pay for trying to exploit them. The Boll
Weevils have forced 22 interceptions in eight games, which is
an average of more than two interceptions per game.
Offensively, UAM will use a spread option attack reminiscent ofTexas's offense when Vince Young was at the helm. The
Boll Weevils boast possibly the conference's most balanced offensive attack, averaging 259.2 yards rushing and 263.8 through
the air.
The Bisqns will have to play one of their best defensive
games of the season in order to keep Buisson and the Boll
Weevils out of the end zone consistently.
Kickoff for the game is set for 2 p.m. Saturday.

Harding's David Knighton
• Knighton's 300 yards and three touchdowns against
West Alabama sparked the Bisons to a 37-27 victory on
Sept. 6. The senior quarterback netted 31 completions
for an average of9.6 yards per completion in the win.
• Against Delta State on Sept. 20, Knighton completed
44 of 66 passes for 527 yards and seven touchdowns.
Harding needed everything Knighton gave them in the
game, as they pushed the nationally-ranked Statesmen
to overtime before losing.
• Knighton notched 37 completions in 52 attempts
Oct. 11 against Ouachita Baptist. The Seminole, Okla.,
native recorded 473 yards and three touchdowns in
the game in front of a First Security Stadium crowd of
more than 2,300.

UAM
#3
Photos Courtesy of UAM Media Services

UAM's Scott Buisson
Statistical
Comparisons

•Harding vs.
•uA-Monticelllo

HU offense vs. UAM defense
Rushing

UAM -91.4

• Buisson had the game of a lifetime on Sept. 20 against
Henderson State. He completed 30 of 38 passes for
424 yards and five touchdowns, and also rushed for 216
yards and two touchdowns on 26 carries in a victory
over the Reddies.

HU-375

Passing

• Buisson wasted no time starting his pursuit of the
Harlon Hill trophy during a Sept. 6 win over Missouri
S&T. The sophomore completed 20 of28 passes for 312
yards and four touchdowns. He also carried the ball 14
times for 91 yards and a score.

UAM - 270.5

Total
Yards

Points

• A week after becoming the first player in NCAA history with 400 passing yards and 200 rushing yards in
a game, Buisson passed for 288 yards and three scores
while also rushing for 154 yards and a touchdown.

HU-28.4
UAM - 26.1

Knighton's Season Stats

Buisson's Season Stats

UAM-259.2

Rushing

Earnng

Earnng

258

Completions
Attempts
Yards
Touchdowns
Yards/ Game

436

2,957
19
369.6

Rushing

81
82

Carries
Yards

Touchdowns

0

Completions
Attempts
Yards

Passing

Touchdowns
UAM - 523

Total
Yards

Points

HU -508.9

Rushin~

152

Carnes
Yards

UAM-37.6

Touchdowns

HU· 38.4

10.3

Yards/Game

Yards/ Game

154
242
2,004
22
250.5

Yards/ Game

941
9
117.6

AT A GLANCE: THE SUPPORTING CAST
A quarterback can't carry a team on
his own. Here are some of the other
players to watch for on each team.
H arding
Kurt A dams, WR - Adams
has been one of Knighton's favorite
targets all season long, especially on
the deep ball. Adams has hauled in

43 catches for 790 yards and eight
touchdowns.
The junior from Searcy ranks
third in Harding history with 18
touchdown catches.
Sevohn Greer, LB - Greer has
been a ball-hawker all season for the
Bisons. He has 79 tackles - 13 for

loss - and six sacks.
Greer also leads the nation in
forced fumbles, causing opponents
to cough the ball up seven times
this season.
UA-Monticello
C l a r e n ce D e nm a rk , W R
- Denmark leads the Gulf South

Conference in touchdown receptions with 10. He ranks third in
the conference in receiving yards
per game with 97.6
Denmark is also fourth in the
conference with 140.1 total yards
per game.
Augustus Ashley, DB- The junior

defensive back leads the conference
with six interceptions, keying an
Arkansas-Monticello defense that
has forced 22 interceptions
Ashley, along with teammate
Emanuel White, are one of the nations top interception duos with 12
interceptions between them.

Sporting world more forgiving than real world
BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff

Pit<!h

T

he sporting world is
essentially independent of the rest of the
universe. This world has its
own heroes, villains, alliances
and leaders. It has its own
hallowed grounds, rituals and
wardrobes.
Most of all, the world of
sports has its own quirks.
There are so manythings
that you can get away with

in sports that you can't get
away with in everyday life. I've
taken the liberty to list some
of those for you.
l. Inappropriate touching - You see it. I see it. We
all see this when we watch a
sporting event. There is absolutely nowhere else on earth
that you can get away with a
butt tap in plain view. Where
have you even seen such a
thing outside of a stadium?
"That sure is a good meal,
McDonald's burger maker.
That warrants a butt tap."
"You got that pizza here
quickly, delivery driver from
Pizza Pro. I think I'll slap
your hiney now."

"You have beautiful penmanship, calligrapher. Might
I interest you in a friendly pat
of the backside?"
2. Sudden bursts of anger
- If a player throws a hissy
fit during a game, everyone
looks past it and finds areason for it.
"Wow. He's got passion for
the game."
If I were to do that in the
middle of the student center
because the HUMM didn't
have any Reese's Pieces left,
I'm sure the reaction would be
a bit different.
"Wow. He's got issues."
3. H ustle - P laying every
play at the highest level you

can in sports can earn you
many nicknames and kudos.
Guys who hustle are often referred to as spark plugs or the
heart and soul of a team. They
are the first to practice and
the last to leave. They go after
every rebound, take charges,
run out routine fly balls and
dive across the floor.
Try taking a charge in the
work place.
Just because you're the first
one in to work doesn't guarantee success, and just because
you grab all the rebounds of
shots of paper to the trash can
gone awry doesn't mean you're
going to keep your job.
The office won't keep you

-

around just because you sprint
to the copy machine and back
as if you were running a line
drill or just because you run
up and down the stairs a few
extra times. In fact, they'd
likely think you were a bit
eccentric.
4. Spectating - Thousands
of people watch professional
sporting events. Ifyou think
about it, those fans arc just
watching people do their jobs.
That's probably not such a
great idea at work. That, my
friends, is called a creeper.
"What's up with that
Brandon Higgins guy? I was
designing a page and he was
just looking at me. He'd even

clap when I'd change fonts or
do a text wrap."
Voyeurs in the sports world
are fans. Voyeurs in the work
place are awkward.
So, I think we've discovered a new definition for
athletes. They are essentially
touchy-feely people with anger issues who are hyper and
enjoy watching and being
watched.
Kind of weird, don't you
think?

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2008-2009 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bhiggins@harding.edu
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Football Notes
GSC Standings

Linebacker
not derailed
by injury

GSC

By AMANDA PRUITT
Illustrator

Considering senior linebacker Sevohn Greer missed
last season recovering from a
nerve injury in his left shoulder, his production on defense
hasn't slowed down. Greer is
arguably better than he has
ever been.
Improvement was a difficult feat considering Greer
was named to the All-Gulf
South Conference and AllSoutheast Region teams
in 2006, yet he has already
surpassed his 2006 totals
in forced fumbles, tackles
and sacks with three games'
remaining this season.
"When I saw him when
he had come back from the
injury, I just thought he'd be
great," Harding head coach
Ronnie Huckeba said.
Greer, a native of Vallejo,
Cali£, currently leads Division
II with seven forced fumbles,
and earlier this season, he
became the Bisons' all-time
leader in forced fumbles.
He is the frontrunner in
nearly every category among
the Harding defenders, ranking first in tackles (79) and
sacks (6.0).

Total

W
Delta State ......... 5
North Alabama ... 4
UA-Monticello ..... 4
Valdosta State .... 4
Arkansas Tech .... 3
Ouachita Baptist. 3
Henderson State. 2
West Alabama .... 2

L
0
1
1

W L
6 1
7 1
6 .2

1 6

2

2
3
3
3

4
4
3
3

3
3
4
4

Harding .............. 1

4

2

6

Southern Ark . ..... 1 4 1 6
West Georgia ...... 0 5 0 7

Schedule/Results
Oct. 16
DSU 34, UNA 28
Oct. 18
photo by NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean

Senior linebacker Sevohn Greer (right) has picked up where he left
off after missing last season from injury. Greer leads the country
with seven forced fumbles and is the Bison leader with 79 tackles.

Greer has already collected
10 or more tackles in four
games this season, including a 19-tackle performance
in a 30-27 loss to Ouachita
Baptist on Oct. 12 that earned
him a second GSC Defensive
Player of the Week Award of
the season.
"Sevohn's just a ball of
energy out there on defense,"
Huckeba said. "Even though
we've struggled on defense as
a team this year, he's continued to play with that same
energy and work extremely
hard."
At 5-foot-9 and 180
pounds, Greer is certainly not
the largest player on Harding's
roster, but the lack of size has
not affected his contributions.
Huckeba said Greer is one of
several linebackers to excel at

Harding while standing under
6-feet, and the tradition of
having "undersized" excellence at the position is part of
Harding's history.
Pat Gill, a 5-8 linebacker,
was a three-time All-American from 1989 to 1991, and
at 5-6, Chris Powell was an
All-American in 1996.

Redshirt Success
In defensive back Luke
Tribble's case, Harding
football has always been the
family game.
His older brother, Zach,
is the backup quarterback as
a sophomore, and his father,
Randy, was the longtime head
coach for Harding until moving to Greenbrier (Ark.) High
School this year and played
safety for the Bisons in the

Midnight Madness

VSU 21, Harding 13

Ark. Tech 49, UWG 24
OBU 30, SAU. 27
UAM 27, UWA 14
Thursday

HSU at Ark. Tech, (n)
Saturday
All times Central

OBU at SW Baptist, 1:30 p.m.
UAM at Harding, 2 p.m.

DSU at SAU., 2 p.m.
UWG at UWA, 5 p.m.
VSU at UNA, 6 p.m.

1970s.
After redshirting last season, Luke Tribble has begun
his own Harding career. He
is fourth on the team with
41 tackles, 37 of which have
happened in the last three
games. He had a career-high
15 tackles and broke up a pass
against Southern Arkansas.
Has Huckeba been
surprised by Tribble's early
success? Not at all.
"Ever since he was young,
he's always had an unbelievable understanding of the
game," Huckeba said. "He's
been trying very hard and

Defense improving
The Bisons have been
near the bottom of the GSC
and national rankings in
yardage allowed per game,
but the trend has been
steadily improving during
the last two games.
In last weeks' 21-13 loss
to Valdosta State, the Bisons
allowed 191. passing yards
and 264 yards per game.
Harding still allows more
than 500 yards a game, but
the performance against
Valdosta State was certainly
better, considering the Blazers have scored almost 30
points and averaged more
than 400 yards a game.

Kicking Down Records
Senior place-kicker Ryan
Ferrell began his Harding
career as a punter but has
since enjoyed one of the best
seasons kicking field goals in
school history this year.
In his second season as
the Bisons' kicker, Ferrell has
made 15-of-21 field goals
this year, tying Steve Hunter's
record of 15 set in 1981. With
three games remaining, the
likelihood of him breaking the
record is good.
Not only has Ferrell

excelled throughout the
season, but he has also been
record-setting in individual
games as well. He made five
field goals in a game, tying
Hunter's record in a 43-31
loss to Southwest Baptist.
Ferrell also made four field
goals in a late victory over
Southern Arkansas. Ferrell
currently leads the nation in
field goals per game.
Ferrell spent his first two
seasons at Harding as the
kickoff specialist and punter
before suffering a seasonending knee injury five
games into his sophomore
sesason.

Of Bisons and Weevils
Harding and the ArkasnasMonticello Boll Weevils have
played each other 44 times
overall, so Saturday's Homecoming game will give one
team the series advantage.
Last season, ArkansasMonticello won the matchup
48-32, thanks largely to the
school- and GSC-record
812 yards gained against the
Bisons.
Boll Weevil quarterback
Scott Buisson, then a freshman, passed for 484 yards and
rushed for 86 yards. Buisson
went on to win the GSC
Freshman of the Year honors
at season's end.
"Last year's game was like
Buisson's 'corning out party,"'
Huckeba said. "Ever since
then, it's like he's been on
turbo drive."

Rays build organization
from top to bottom
CHRIS O'DELL

Guest Sports
Column

f

:Ctm•a

efore this year's Major
League Baseball
season began, no one
was brave enough to pick
the Tampa Bay Rays to play
in the 2008 World Series.
Not even the few loyal Rays
fans won over by the team
in the 10 dismal years of its
franchise history were that
brave. Besides, how optimistic can you be after finishing
the previous season with a
66-96 record? Did I mention
the 66 wins last season were
only four wins shy of tying a
franchise record for most wins
in a season?
Maybe the team showed
signs of moving in the right
direction when they began
by changing their team name
from the Devil Rays to simply the Rays. Or maybe it
was the change in the team's
logo and uniform design.
After all, it had to start
somewhere, right?
Well like every sports
franchise in America, it began
at the top. For the Rays, it
began in 2004 when Stuart
Sternberg, a name unknown
to most sports fans, bought
into the ownership of the
franchise. He then took over
executive control of the team
as managing general partner.
He immediately fired Chuck
LaMar, who had been the
team's general manager since
its first season, as well as a
majority of the front office.
He named Matthew Silverman the team president, and
Andrew Friedman took the
role of Executive Vice President of Baseball Operations.
Friedman and former Astros
GM Gerry Hunsicker would

B

photo by NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
Senior Brian Howard completes the finishing stages of a between-the-legs dunk at Midnight Madness Oct. 15. Howard will provide key leadership for the Bisons this season.

is just going to get better. I
don't think it's a coincidence
that he began to really start
coming along at about the
same time as the defense
as a whole has been getting
better."

share the role of team representative at MLB functions.
Then came the hard part:
bringing in talent to build a
team around.
The Rays focused their
rebuilding efforts around
young stars such as Carl
Crawford, Rocco Baldelli,
Jorge Cantu and pitcher
Scott Kazmir. Also figuring
into the Rays' future plans
were Delrnon Young and B.J.
Upton, who were considered
two of the top prospects in
all of baseball.
Then in December 2005,
the team named Joe Maddon, former bench coach for
the Los Angeles Angels of
Anaheim, the team's fourth
manager in franchise history,
replacing Lou Piniella.
Then, in 2007, the team
had its best offensive season
in the team's 10-year history. Carlos Pena was named
Comeback Player of the Year,
and other standouts included young star B.J. Upton,
All-Star Carl Crawford and
rookies Delmon Young and
Ak.inori Iwamura. In the offseason, the team made several
major trades, including one
that sent Young to the Twins
and brought in young pitcher
Matt Garza and shortstop
Jason Bartlett.
So now with a new look,
new name and new players,
the Rays began their quest.
The 2008 season seemed to
be promising, but one had to
be a little hesitant to think
the Rays would be legitimate
contenders.
With one of the best
pitching staffs in baseball,
the Rays managed to leap
the Boston Red Sox and
New York Yankees to grab
first place in the American
League East. Rookie Evan
Longoria surprised every
baseball fan and made the
All-Star game after becoming one of the Rays' most

valuable players. Longoria
even received A.L. MVP
talks at various points in the
season.
Despite maintaining first
place throughout the season,
most baseball fans dismissed
the Rays, saying, "They'll fall
off. They always do." However, this year was different.
The Rays didn't have a fluke
regular season and mistakenly make the playoffs. They
showed up each and every
day and left everything on the
field. That attitude, along with
the team's chemistry, paved
the way for a 97-65 season,
shattering the old franchise
record of 70 wins. The Rays
also grabbed their first division pennant and made their
playoff debut against the
Chicago White Sox.
The Rays had little
trouble handling the White
Sox and went on to win the
series three games to one.
Up next for the Rays were
the defending World Series
champions, the Boston Red
Sox, who were eager for a
matchup with the Rays after
losing the A.L. East pennant
to them. Once again, the
Rays were superior, moving
to their first World Series.
With one of the best
front offices in baseball, a
proven manager and a large
core of talented young players, the Rays are for real.
This is a team that will soon
become very familiar to any
baseball fan. This is a team
that will make October
baseball an annual event for
Tampa Bay. These are the
Tampa Bay Rays. This is the
model for how to build a
baseball team.
CHRIS O'DELL is a guest
sports columnist for the
2008-2009 Bison. He m ay
be contacted at codell @
harding.edu
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STUDENTS AND FACULTY!
Show your Harding ID and get
$3 OFF Varsity Haircut!
SEARCY
E. Race Street
(501) 278-5033
Across from Wal-Mart Super Center
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Homecoming Queen
Finalists I 2008

Catherine Canterbury

Senior

Jaclyn Davis

Senior

Bethany Yarbrough

Senior

NOW OPEN ON RACE Sf!

Simply great wings
Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Show your Harding I. 0. for 10 percent off!

Shoetique
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2008 Homecoming Schedule of Events
Friday, October 24
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Registration . Heritage
lobby in front of the alumni office.
8 a.m. Bison Booster GolfTournament
Course at River Oaks ($80 per person)
9: 45 - 2 p.m. Registration for Bison
Stampede 5K Run, Hammon Student Center, contact J.D. Yingling,
501.279.4756 ($15)
9 a.m. Chapel - Make plans to attend
chapel in the Benson Auditorium
followed by Heritage Circle Coffee
in Room 236 in the Student Center.
Reconnect with your classmates and
relive the memories and stay as long
as you wish.
1-4 p.m. - Harding History House,
205 N. Lott Tucker Drive
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Department of Family and Consumer Sciences (formerly
home economics; Olen Hendrix 200)
3:30 p.m. - Dedication of Center for
Health Sciences - Park Ave.
4:15 p.m. Good News Singers, C. l.
Kay Plaza in front of the Benson Auditorium
5:30 p.m. Black and Gold Banquet
- A wonderful evening to remind you
of your favorite Harding memories
celebrated with some of your favorite
Harding heroes. ($ 15)
8 p.m. Musical - "Oklahoma!" Benson Auditorium. ($10, $12 and
$15) Join the cast following the play
for complimentary coffee in the student center.
"Oklahoma!" 1982 Cast Reunion Student Center by the fireplace after
the musical
10:45 p.m. Bison Bash, Live Band,
Bonfire and fun following the musical
on the soccer practice field, south of
the Ganus Athletic Ceriter. Sponsored
by Admissions, Alumni and Parent Relations and the Student Association.
Saturday, October 25
Reunions and Activities
7 a.m. Sub-T 16 Alumni Breakfast
and Reunion (Regions Room upstairs
in the Heritage Center) ($7)
7:30-8:50 a.m. Alumni Continental
Breakfast (Student Center)
8 a.m. Bison Stampede SK Run, registration in front of the Thornton Education Center. Race starts at 9 a.m. ($15)
Each participant receives a T-shirt
8-10 a.m. President's Council Meeting - Founders Room
9 a.m. - Alumni Chapel will feature
Dr. Clifton Ganus Jr. as the speaker
and inspirational singing led by descendants of Andy T. Ritchie Jr. (Heritage Auditorium).
9:30-11 :30 ci.m. College of ~ciences
Reunion and Reception: A Symposium of Faith and Science (Pryor-England 123) Please JOin us for a reunion
and symposium during Homecoming honoring Dr. Ray Miller ('73) of

York College and Dr. Jeff McKinzie
('82) of Vanderbilt School of Medicine for their dedication in preparing
students for nwdical school, research
and global m1ssrons
10 a.m.-2 p.m. A frC'e shuttle is available for transportation to and from the
Ganus Athletic Center and the Heritage
Center at the Market Street entrance.
10 a.m.-1 :45 p.m. Associated Women for Harding Store (Hammon Student Center in front of the bookstore)
10 a.m.-1 p.m. Harding Authors and
Faculty Favorites Display (Ganus Athletic Center)
10 a.m.-2 p.m. College of Pharmacy
Display (Canu' Athletic Center)
10 a.m. Kappa Srgma Kappa and TriKappa Reunion (Cone hapel )
10-11:30 a.m. College of Nursing
Reunion and Reception (300 Olen
Hendrix)
10 a. m.-Noon Int rior Dt'sign Alumni Tea (Room 202 -Art Building) hosted by the ASID (American Society of
Interior Design) Harding University
student chapter.
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Art Open House
and Reception - An open house is
planned with the art teachers and
an opportunity to sec the galleries.
A reception honoring Dr. Don England is scheduled from 1 2 p.m. Dr.
England's bird carvings will be displayed. (Stevens Art Gallery)
10:30 - Noon Harding Band Alumni
Reunion (Reynolds Center 109)
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Harding History
House - 205 Lott Tue ker Drive
10-11 :30 a.m. Pictures in a Harding
swing near the Bell Tower. Capture the
memories with your friends and family
with photos from the front lawn. In case
of inclement weathe~ pictures will be
taken in the Heritage Lobby. ($10)
Class reunions are for everyone! If
you want to visit with a class that is
celebrating, pleJse stop by - the more
the merrier!
10 a.m. Class of '83 (Liberty Rooml
10-10:45 a.m. Belles and Beaux (Administration Auditorium)
10 a.m.-1:45 p.m. Inflatable Games
and Petting Zoo (Ganus Athletic Center) Fun for the Harding family. A
petting zoo featuring farm animals,
pony rides and inflatable• games will
entertain children of all ages as well
as the young at heart. Your children
will not want to leave, and you will
love this, too.
11 a.m. Classt>s of' 43, '48, '5.3, '58,
'63, '68, '73, '78,'83, '88, '93, '98
and '03 will meet at the Family Picnic. Signs denoting class years will be
posted at the picnic. Heritage Circle
classes will be seated inside the gym.
Other classes will be seated outside
weather permitting. ($8.50 adults,

$4.25 for children) Families may use
current student's meal plan.
11-11 :45 a.m. Pied Pipers Children's
Theatre 21st Anniversary (Reynolds
Center Recital Hall)
11 a.m.-1 p.m. HU Programming
Team 25th Anniversary Luncheon
Reunion (Pryor England Lobby)
11 :30 a.m. Knights Alumni Joust Join the 40th anniversary celebration
as decades vs. decades of Knights'
alumni compete for bragging rights!
(Ganus Athletic Center)
11 :30a.m.-2 p.m. Joust in front of the
Ganus and then onto Harding Park
for BBQ! $8.95 for adults and $4.50
for children, ages 3 -11. Children under 3 are free.
11 a.m.-1 :45 p.m. Harding Family
Picnic and Giant Tailgate Celebration
on the lawn in front of the GAC. Heritage Circle members will be seated
inside the GAC. Signs will be provided denoting reunion class years.
X-Treme Tailgating began a new Harding tradition in the last few years.
Choose your spot at First Security Stadium under the beautiful pecan trees
on the west side of the GAC. Bring
your grills, black and gold decor and
Bison spirit to create the ultimate
outdoor dining experience before
the game. Invite friends and current
students to join you Oon't want to
cook? ARAMARK will be grilling
burgers and hot dogs.
1:30 p.m. Senior Day honoring Bison
Football Players First 5ecurity Stadium
2 p.m. Bison Football The Bisons play
University of Arkansas at Monticello
at First Security Stadium in a big Gulf
South Conference footba ll game.
(Reserved seats, $10 and general admission, $7)
More Reunions after the game.
Harding Chorus Alumni Reunion
Get together after the game to meet,
greet, eat, and SING with people who
loved singing while at Harding. It will
be at the home of Paul and Joli Love,
605 E. Race Ave., across the street
from Sexton's Foods.
6-7 p.m. GATA 70th Anniversary
(Cone Chapel
Football and Cheerleader Alumni
and their families are invited to the
Ganus Athletic Center lobby immediately following the game for chili &
fellowship. Come get some supper &
visit with your old Bison buddies before going to the next event!
7 p.m. Lacrosse Alumni Scrimmage
(Soccer Field)
8 p.m. Hom<'coming Musical - Oklahoma! - Benson Auditorium. ($10,
$12 and $1 5) Join the cast following
the play for complimentary coffee in
the student center.
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1. American Studies Building
2. Claud Rogers Lee
Acadl!m•c Servtces Center
3 Ezell Bulldrn9
4. Ganus Building
5. Hardin9 Academy
6. Health Sciences Center
7. Mabee Business Bulldlng
8. Mclnteer Bible &
World Missions Center
9. Olen Hendri~ Building
10. Pryor England Science Center
11. Reynolds Center for
Music & Communocat1on
12. Sears Honors College
13. Stevens Att & Design Center
14. Thornton Education Center

Other Buildings
15. American Heritage Auditorium
16. American Hentage cafeteria
17. American Heritage Center
18. Administration Building
19. Benson Auditorium
20. Brackett Library
21. Hammon Student Center
22. Harding Place Retirement Center
23. Harding Press
24 Health Services
25. Lott Tucker Physical
Resource Building
26. Ulrey Performing Arts Center

Athletics
27. Band Prac1rce Field
28. First Security Stadium
29 Ganus Athletic &Wellness Center
30. Golf Range
31 . Intramural Football Fields
32. Intramural Soccer Field
33. Intramural Softball Fields
34 Jerry Moore Baseball Field
35. Rhodes Memorial Field House
36. Tennis Complex
37 Weight Room

Residence Halls

Apartments
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Apt.
46. Pame Cobb Hall 53. CMier
54. Hardlny Village
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42. Graduate Hall SO. Shores Hall
43. Harbin Hall
S1 Stephens Han
44. Keller Holl
52. Laundry Facilities IA Cl
45. Kendall Hall

.38. Allen Hall
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'Burn After Reading' fails to spark genuine purpose
By MATTHEW HAMMOND

student reporter

"Burn After Reading" is
the latest offering from the
writer/director team ofJoel
and Ethan Coen. A mix
of dark comedy, crime and
thriller genres - with an
awkward splash of romance
- the film follows a half
dozen characters, each of
whom comes into contact
with a misplaced disk containing sensitive CIA material. First there's Osbourne Cox
(John Malkovich), the alcoholic CIA analyst who quits
his job to write his memoirs.
His despondent wife Katie
(Tilda Swinton) is looking
for a way out of the marriage,
and she is having an affair
with a womanizing Treasury
agent named Harry (George
Clooney). The disk containing Osbourne's memoirs is
found by the staff members
of a local gym (Frances
McDormand, Brad Pitt and
Richard Jenkins), and instead
of simply returning the disk,
they enter into negotiations
with Osbourne, setting off a
chain of events that is so wild
that only the Coens could
have made it work. Unfortunately, it does not, due mostly
to a script that seems to go
nowhere while making its
one-dimensional characters
repeatedly jump through the
same hoops.
The Coens are no strangers to convoluted plots. (They
did, after all, loosely base "The
Big Lebowski" on the writ-

GEORGE CLDDNEY

f~~NCES McDDiMl\ND
Ja"N MALKOVICH
TILDA 5\NlNTCN
AND RRAO PITT
.".~,.LJB.~. llFTER
REJ\DING
INTHlltElilI
I> lf.l.lllUE

ings of Raymond Chandler,
namely "The Big Sleep." But
there is no depth to "Burn
After Reading." I ts premise is
simple enough, but its story
never really progresses. Each
scene feels as if it is building
towards something bigger
- all the pieces are getting
closer to fitting together
- and then ... nothing. The
movie has no climax. There
are no peaks, just climbing intensity that starts to
plateau at the halfway mark
as the Coens seem to run out
of ideas. The characters run
around their cinematic lab-rat
maze looking for the elusive

·
--

cheese, randomly running
into each other before scurrying off, unaware that someone
has removed the cheese from
the maze. The film's over-thetop rambling thriller side,
with its constant twists and
turns, never quite loses its
audience so much as exhausts
it. Tension accumulates, but
there's no relief Plotlines
build, but there are no ends.
When an entire movie feels
like a long first act, a certain
amount of satisfaction is lost
when one realizes there is no
second act.
The characters the Coens
pull together have either seen

Chad is looking for a thrill.
too many or too few films.
Pitt's character Chad, an
And those are the singular
excitable fitness nut, jumps
motivations here, without
evolution or revelation. Katie
right into cliches. He calls
and Harry are more or less
O sbourne in the middle of
the night using a forced deep, looking for the same thing
Chad is, but Pitt's character
secretive voice to throw the
is far more convincing than
man off guard. When that
theirs. Swinton and Clooney
fails, he and Frances McDorbecome superfluous, around
mand's Linda take the inforonly to add more layers to
mation to the Russian embassy, thinking that Osbourne the chaos of the plotline.
These are characters so vain,
will meet their demands if
stupid and simplistic, that if
they get Russians involved.
Linda is about as body-conone wanted to assign them
scious as one can be; she's
personifications instead
of names, the film would
involved in Chad's scheme
have been just as obvious
solely because she wants the
- Linda is vanity, Osbourne
reward money for plastic suris failure, Harry is paranoia,
gery. Perhaps she is a victim
etc. There's even a character
of Hollywood body image
that represents the audience.
brainwashing. If the Coens
are making a statement about J.K. Simmons plays a CIA
head who is trying to piece
society and its film fixation,
the puzzle together as the
however, it is unclear as to
audience does. Each time his
what they are saying about
them. The characters are too
jaw drops, and he questions
improbable to reflect reality,
why these people are doing
all this, he seems to be talkand too unlikable to warrant
escapism. Ifit is a satire of
ing to the Coens. He's their
Jiminy Cricket. And unfornational intelligence, then
tunately, they never listen to
it is not a particularly funny
one. Characters are so simple- him.
Apart from a muddled
minded that the movie's
script and one-dimensional
attitude towards them seems
characters, there isn't a
nihilistic (something else the
whole lot to note in this
Coens are no strangers to).
film. The emphasis of most
In a movie that requires so
Coen films is their twisted
much attention and tries to
stories, eccentric characters
build so much tension, one
would expect to be given
and keen eye for cinemacharacters that one could retography. And as the first
and second disappoint in
late to or care about. Instead
this effort, so does the third.
the Coens give us flat leads
Coen regular Roger Deakins
with one-track minds. Linda
is absent as cinematographer,
just wants a "better" body.
but his replacement, EmOsborne wants recognition.

manuel Lubezki ( "The New
World," "Children of Men"),
is still a master of the art.
That most of the shots are
generic, though effective,
mid-range and closeup shots
with none of the dramatic
emphasis the Coens and
Lubezki are known for, may
indicate a rushed production,
which is fitting, as the rest of
the film feels incomplete. It's
a solid looking film, despite
its rambling and raving.
The Coen Brothers work
best when they tackle, in
their own twisted way,
tales of good versus evil. It
worked in "Fargo," "Raising
Arizona" and especially in
"No Country for O ld Men."
Had there been any character to root for in "Burn After
Reading," the complicated
- but not unintelligible
- plot may have been worth
following. Instead, it is a
tale of greed and idiocy that
strives to be nothing more.
Thus the message comes
across as passive: Behind intelligence lies stupidity. It's a
mess of a film, with no truly
memorable scenes. Maybe
if it had been a little more
thought out, had stayed in
production a little longer
and had focused a little more
on depth than it did twists,
it would have worked. But
speculation is pointless. If
the film is aiming for no answers, it reaches its goal. In
the end we are just left, like
J.K. Simmons back in that
CIA office, asking, "So what
did we learn from this?"

Local flea market exhibits unique merchandise
By HANNAH BEALL

over the country buying
estates and antiques he feels
could sell well in his flea
If you're looking for a sun market. Then, on the first
catcher for a dollar, a board
Thursday of each month, an
auction is held to auction off
game called Backstreet
Boys Around the World,
all the antiques he found.
"People just wanted a
10 different kinds of beef
place to sell the things they
jerky or Confederate Flag
have, so that's why this is
boxers, then Thackerland
here,"Thacker said.
Flea Market would be the
Having been open fo r
place to visit. Located in
Judsonia on Highway 67,
21 years, the flea market
attracts both vendors and
Thackerland is a place full
customers from a variety of
of anything and everything
you both ever and never
places.
needed.
"I have people coming
here from all over the state
Don't let the outward
of Arkansas,"Thacker said.
appearance be deceiving
All kinds of vendors set
because this place is one
up booths in the flea market.
huge adventure where many
"I've met all kinds of peointeresting treasures can be
ple, from doctors to those
discovered.
people just barely making
On property approxiit,"Thacker said.
mately the size of a WalMart, the flea market is conOne of those vendors has
been setting up her booth
structed of about four main
in the same spot every
centers for vendors.
weekend since Thacker land
There is one large metal
opened.
building that contains the
"I call it my playhouse,"
majority of the vendors
89-year-old Judsonia resiand their merchandise.
dent Fayrene Cole said. "It's
The next is a small housejust something to do, and
like structure, where local
I love meeting all of the
citizen Connie Britton sells
people."
homemade peanut brittle
A widow and retired
and fried apple, lemon and
nurse, Cole said she started
apricot pies she makes each
off collecting stamps, butmorning for Sl.50 each.
tons and old medical books
Two smaller outdoor
for herself, her earliest being
areas are stationed to the
from 1837, and now loves
left of the larger one, one
· going to estate and yard
containing items similar
to that of the larger buildsales and displaying her
findings for others to enjoy.
ing and the other focused
more on antique items such
"During the week, I just
as books of all kinds and
can't wait to get out here
to see people," Cole said.
time periods, furniture and
clothing.
"Many of my retired nursing
friends are either deceased
Gary Thacker, the owner
or in nursing homes themofThackerland, travels all
student reporter

Need your account balance on the go?
Get Mobile Banking

photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
The large sign in front of Thackerland welcomes people to browse the wares every weekend. Composed of several different buildings
containing a multitude of vendors and antiques, Thackerland regularly draws Harding students seeking a deal on unique items.
selves, but being in public
has really helped me keep
going."
Another regular vendor is
H arding's head tennis coach,
David Elliot.
"It started when Coach
Lloyd and I brought some
baseball cards up here to
sell, and I liked it so much
I just never quit doing it,"
Elliot said.
Now, Elliot's booth, one
of the largest there, focuses
on sporting goods for fish-

ing, hunting, golf, baseball
and much more.
Sophomore Christy Parent visited Thackerland this
past Saturday and said it was
the biggest flea market she
had ever seen.
"It was so interesting
to see what other people
valued," Parent said.
Parent spent most of her
time going through all the
old books and scrapbooks.
"I was excited to find this
really old scrapbook, because

it was just a really unique
part of the person's life, and
I got to see it," Parent said.
Sophomore English
major Rachel McDowell
also attended that same
Saturday and bought a book
called "Prose Literature for
Secondary Schools."
"It's the equivalent of a
high school textbook from
the early 1900s," M cDowell
said. "It was really cool to
be able to flip through and
recognize many of those old

authors."
Bringing in business
from all over the state,
Thackerland Flea Market
has been doing, and will
probably continue to do,
extraordinarily well. As
such, Thackerland Flea
Market seems to interest a
great number of people, and
that number is continuously
growing.
"You just never know
what you'll find," McDowell
said.
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Theater group incites laughter
By CAROLINE DAMRON
student reporter

The "Commedia Troupe,"
a group of laughable proportions, is the name of
junior Griff McMurray's fall
directing project. A directing project is required of all
theater majors and is usually
based off of an existing oneact script, but a suggestion
from a professor prompted
McMurray to take a different route - an unscripted
route.
In medieval times, plays
were performed by groups
of traveling actors; many attempted to bring religion to
people or encourage morality
through their tales. However,
the actors quickly discovered
that crowds reacted to comedy more enthusiastically
than warnings of eternal
condemnation. A process of
trial and error began as the
groups took base plots and
tried different lines or move-

ments to see what would get
the greatest laughs from the
audience.
The idea of improvising
around a centralized plot is
what drives the "Commedia
Troupe."
"It is not pure ad-lib; we
do practice specific lines to
get laughs," McMurray said.
"There is a specific plot;
actual scenes are followed
... but it is not broken up by
lines."
The actors do not
memorize a script - they
are taught to react to the
situation and one another,
providing the audience with
the necessary plot but in a
way that surprises even the
actors themselves.
McMurray does not take
on the traditional director's
role. He has the interesting
challenge of teaching his
actors to relate and react to
one another within the general plot while executing it
with comedic timing - not

Local autumn
fun flourishes

a small task. However, McMurray said the challenge
was one of the reasons he
was drawn to the project.
The troupe, a talented
cast of seven members, will
perform a love story about
I sabella, the female lead
character who is in love with
Flavio. Isabella's father does
not want her to marry Flavio, but a captain. The drama
unfolds to reveal - well, you
fill in the blank. Thc; cast
includes junior histpry major
Ben Adams, sophomore theatre major Jonathan Aders,
freshman Alex Ford, freshman music major Jeremy
Hall, education major Margaret Lynn, freshman theatre
major Luke Wendeborn and
sophomore nursing major
Megan Youngblood.
The "main passion, as
related to this project, is
comedy, and making people
laugh," McMurray said.
The show is meant to
be fun and exciting, allow-

ing the audience as well as
the actors to have joy in the
moment and experience raw
emotions and events.
"The experience builds
skills in theater, not only as
an actor or director, but it
helps you round out your
theater experience," theater
major Anna Shaffer said.
McMurray's experience
can be seen plainly on stage
alongside the seven other
actors who have not only
learned a script or mimicked
lines but have created a
memorable production from
their minds and talent.
Do not miss the chance
to join the "Commedia
Troupe" as they experience
the raw practice of theatrical comedy carried out in a
centuries old tradition. The
"Comm edia Troupe" will
perform in conjunction with
"Aria De Capio" at the Ulrey
Performing Arts Center
Nov. 6-8; the show begins at
6 p.m. and costs S6.

manliest of men. This first-year
event will be open until Nov.
2, and admission for your own
Summer is gone and leaves personal straight jacket is SlO.
The Peebles Farm corn
are falling. The air is getting
cooler and the specialty aisle
maze, located on Highway 64
at Wal-Mart is full of fun-size between McCrory and Aucandy. That can only mean
gusta, Ark., is another popular
fall is here and it is the time
student attraction this time
for the season's festivities to
of year. This corn maze won't
begin.
send its adventurers around in
There are many decisions
crop circles, but rather through
that have to be made when fall
the outline of an Ivory-billed
arrives: What am I going to be
Woodpecker. So for SS, those
for Halloween? This year John
looking for a dark and scary
McCain and Barrack Obama
thrill can roam around this
novelty masks are a big hit.
giant bird maze. Watching M.
Am I too old to trick or treat?
Night Shyamalan's "Signs" prior
The answer to that is yes, but
to visiting the corn maze is
everyone loves dressing up like
suggested for maximum thrill
a superhero, ::nd everyone loves
effect. The maze will be open
until Oct. 31.
candy, so no one will blame you
ifyou do. What scary activity
For the faint of heart, the
am I going to get a big group
Immaculate Heart of Mary
of people to go to? For those
School 15th annual Haunted
who find enjoyment in being
Hayride might be a good
scared to death, there are sevchoice, located at 7006 Jasna
eral places close to Searcy that Gora Dr., North Little Rock,
are bound to give you a thrill.
Ark.,. For this weekend only
(Oct. 24 and 25), the joys of a
The Fear Asylum Haunted
House, located at 1920 West
haunted family hayride can be
Main St. in Jacksonville, Ark.,
enjoyed. Tickets for adults are
takes you through the dark and
S6, tickets for children from
desolate halls of a mock insane
6-12 are S3 and children under
asylum. As you maze your
5 get in free.
way through the treacherous
Now that fall is here and
there are actually things to do
hallways of the asylum, insane
monsters will be lurking around in the area, everyone should
every corner on the way to
consider taking advantage of
electro-shock therapy. Claiming them. Going to McDonald's on
to be the scariest haunted house a Friday night to get a Redbox
in Arkansas, Fear Asylum is
movie is not the only thing to
bound to frighten even the
do in Searcy this season.
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1 Most beneficial
S Cupolas
10 Clothes
14 Laugh In's Buzzi,
for one
lS Duck
16 Thought
17 Domain
18 Singing under a
window, e.g.
20 MLM followers
22 Penalties
23 Barrels
24 Skin
26 Textile
28 Beer gardens
31 Note
32 Wise guys
33 Away from home
JS Lawyer on the
run?
39 Nothing
40 In a great mood:
Floating _ _
41 Head (Fr.)
42 Serving trolley
44 Nervous
46 Fill
47 Legpart
48 Month
Sl Lunch holder
SS Low hardy shrub
58 Gentlewoman
S9 Adolescent
60 Frontiersman
61 Promised land
62 Word partitions
(Abbr.)
63 Gr. letters
64 Lairs
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By JOEL BLAKE
student reporter
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1 Nail
2 Monetary unit
3 Goulash
4 Expression of
gratitude
5 Create
6 Kilns
7 Horse
8 Dutch commune
9 Japanese coin
10 More orderly
11 Norse deity, ruler
oftheAesir
12 Prote in molecule

Mile

13 Droops
19 Anew
21 Constellation
24 Beeper
25 With (Fr.)
26 Make a
disbursement
27 Saunter
28 Implied
29 Olfactory organs
30 Fatty
31 Human race
32 Capture
34 Three (It.)
36 Townsfolk.
37 School subj.

38 Went to
43 Orientals
44 Terminals
45 Original
47 Swedish
monetary unit
48 Brokers
49 Quarry
50 Fishing gear
Sl Footwear
52 Entreated
53 Prayer word
S4 Army officers
(Abbr.)
S6 Recede
57 Suffering
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Monday Night
Meal DealH

sub shop

•
Purchase any Lenny's sub and two drinks
and get a FREE REGULAR SUB!
Offer valid on Monday nights from 6 p .m. to close
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The Bison

Harding athletes play, hope for woman's cure
By CARA GUGLIELMON

"And I just couldn't
believe it," Jon said. "I was
like, wow - I just couldn't
Lori Newby springs out believe it."
of bed and pads down the
This is not Lori's first
hall of her Searcy home
fight with cancer: she was
while her husband lunges
diagnosed with breast canat the alarm clock to shut
cer once before at age 36
it off It's 6 a.m. In a few
and was declared in remisminutes, Newby will be
sion two years ago. At the
out the door for her morn- time of her first struggle
ing jog, running down
with the disease, she was
the tree-lined sidewalk
teaching at McRae while
that she may have played
her daughter Ali, then
on as a child. Then it's
eigh t years old, attended
off to Searcy's McRae
school there.
elementary school to teach
"I t was h ard," Lori said,
her class of fourth-gradas some tears welled in her
ers within the very walls
eyes. She brushed aside
where she was taught. Her
her naturally light brunette
mom was born here. Her
chin-length hair. "I wore
grandma was born here.
my wig. I tried to respect
Newby learned here, went
her privacy.
to college here, married
You know, it's
here and settled down
embarrassing:
here. And now her family
your mother
roots are getting deeper,
doesn't have
and for an altogether
any hair."
unusual reason - Newby
While
has cancer.
receiving
A group of young
chemotherapy
adults who just happen to
treatments evlove people and sports are
ery Thursday,
th e family being added to
Lori continNewby's: they're joinued to teach.
ing her roots through
Since her
love. While sweating and
body wouldn't
kicking it out (and selling
feel the weakpink T-shirts during off
ening effects
hours), Harding Univerof the chemo
sity volleyball, soccer and
in full force
football teams raised funds until about 24
to help with Newby's
hours after a
medical expenses while
treatment, she
raising awareness of breast would teach all day Friday,
cancer. Harding Academy
come home and be in bed
sports teams joined the
all weekend, then be out
university's fundraising
the door on M onday to
ranks through selling
return to her job.
Play for the Cure T-shirts
"I'm a very structured
and supported the id ea
person ... and my kids
during games by fans and
needed [the structure],"
players alike sporting pink
she said. "When you're
apparel in similar fashion
teaching, you're not a
to the university's "pinked
cancer patient. It gives you
out" games. Backed by
a reason to get up, besides
volleyball coach Keith
my family."
Giboney's idea and volFinally, Lori's cancer
leyball graduate assistant
went into remission for
Meredith Rosenbaum's
two years. During the
and defensive specialist
fight with the disease,
Emily Tate's initiative, th e
Lori said sh e had decided,
event, P lay for the Cure,
"Ifl can make it through
ran Oct. 5-11 and raised
this, I'm taking my kids
money through T-shirt
to Disney[World]." So,
sales, donations and halfthe family went in March.
time games.
Lori continued teaching,
Newby and her husrunning and raising her
band Jon first heard about
two children: Ali, now 10,
the efforts of this new
and Griffin, 6.
family through Giboney's
Then came the second,
wife who teaches at Hardmost recent diagnosis.
ing Academy and, soon
D uring a routine scan,
after, a Harding student
doctors found that the
contacted the couple to
breast cancer was back, but
ask their opinion of the
this time in her lungs. Her
idea.
doctor said it could be a
copy editor

chronic illness now.
"There's not a medical cure," Lori said. "God
can cure me. He can part
the Red Sea. I believe in
miracles. It will have to
be from Him, because
scientifically, it doesn't look
very good."
Lori said she still feels
good, but knows that
"the hard part ... is [that]
I know what's in store
for me" with the chemo.
Physically, she will have to
adjust; emotional adjustment to the situation has
been part of her life since
the diagnosis as well.
Comparing her feelings
after receiving the diagnosis to those induced by

a death, she said people
in her situation get angry,
struggle and grieve. She is
also concerned with what
her children might experience during her struggle
with cancer.
"I don't want them to
remember me as 'Oh, my
mom was always sick with
cancer,"' she said. "I don't
want that to define me."
Into all this struggling
and adjusting came Play
for the Cure. As ofOct.10,
Harding University and
Academy groups combined
had sold nearly 1,000 Play
for the Cure T -shirts. But
Harding schools aren't the
only groups that have supported the Newby family;
love and support is pouring
into the family from many
directions - some very
unexpected.
Someone had contacted
the public school playing opposite the Harding
Academy Wildcats in their
football game last Friday,
and all the coaches of the
opposing team showed up

wearing pink ribbon pins.
"Itwas impres.5ive,'Jon, who
coaches the Wildcats, said.
Academy teams also
expressed support for their
coach's fumily, the girls volleyball
team wearing pink- like the
university team - during a
game, and players, cheerleaders
and fans alike sporting pink
clothing or accessories during
last Friday's football game.The
Newby's relatives are faithfully
supporting them as well; Loris
sister created a Facebook page,
"Prayer Warriors for Lori," on
w hich she posts updates on
Lori's condition and on which
friends can post encouraging
messages for Lori and her
family. The page provided
a forum for the voices of

concerned friends and family
members, but also a way for
the Newbys to manage the
h uge influx of e-mails they
were receiving.
"I t was so overwhelming," Lori said. "We couldn't
answer [all of] our e-mails.
We just couldn't do it. We
didn't want to hurt anybody's
feelings - but we couldn't
respond."
Lori's sister, whom she
said "has the gift of words,"
also composed a poem fo r
her. Nearly every day, the
family receives encouraging cards in the mail, often
from people they don't
even know who are praying
for Lori and her family.
The encouragement even
extends to the culinary
arts: a teacher in her son's
school made cookies for the
students in the shape of ribbons and frosted them pink.
These encouragers even
help boost her kids' spirits.
At the academy, where Ali
attends school, individuals
pray for Lori during the
school day.

"It's been very overwhelming, ... the news
[about the cancer] in itself,
coming back," Lori said.
While she talked, Ali
and Griffin rumbled down
the steps and rushed into
the living room, wanting
to know what to do with
the thank you notes they
were writing: a friend of
the family had recently
come over and given them
Sonic gift cards - an
appropriate act of encouragement for kids. She instructed them on labeling
the envelopes.
"But just the support,
the overwhelming support,
... I've never seen anything
like it.... and it's not me;
it's God touching people's
hearts.
"There's not
many people
who aren't
going to be
touched by
breast cancer.
They're giving
us their cup
of water in
[Jesus'] name.
I can't keep up
with my thank
you notes. How
do you thank
everybody and
express gratitude?"
Lori said
while she
struggled to thank all her
encouragers, she and her
family have a plan to give
as they were given to.Jon
and Lori said they plan to
donate part of the money
raised by Play for the Cure
to the Susan G. Ko men
for the Cure foundation.
"We feel like this is
going to [pay for] ... a
few rounds of chemo and
everything's good, and
hopefully it's a short-term
thing," Jon said. "And
then we can make a big
donation to the Susan G.
Komen."
The couple plans to
also use the money to
finance the frequent travel
that will be necessary for
Lori's treatments. She
will be driving to Little
Rock one time per week
for eight weeks to receive
chemotherapy treatments,
then plans to fly back and
forth to Houston about
every two months for bone
scans, CT scans and blood
work. In conjunction with
the chemo, she will be

taking an antibody drug
that was not around when
she previously fought
cancer; it works to cut off
the blood supply to new,
fast-growing cells (cancer
cells fall into this category). Through all this, Lori
will continue teaching her
class of fourth-graders at
McRae elementary school.
She's not one to give up,
and she's also not one to
wait around for life to
throw its struggles at her
- she tries to meet them
head-on.
"I was diagnosed when
I was 36," she said. Since
her grandmother and aunt
also had cancer, she insisted on starting mammograms at age 33, despite
the doctor's insistence that
she wait a few years. "If
I'd waited till I was 40, I
wouldn't be here."
Because of her experiences, she promotes
proactivity in regular
cancer checks for women.
She also said she looks
forward to the advances
in medicine she hopes
will be available when her
daughter is older.
'Tm hoping for her they'll
have a vaccine by then,"
Lori said.
On Wednesday, Lori
received the first of her
eight rounds of chemo and
will be recovering from it
right now. Soon, her hair
will start to fall out again,
and she'll start wearing her
wig again. Every week will
mean a trip to Little Rock
for chemotherapy and then
recovering from the ill effects
ofit all weekend.
But she's still smiling.
The kids are still laughing
at bath time and running up
and down the stairs while their
mother speaks with guests.
She may cry, have sick
days and be more weak
and tired than usual while
teaching, but she's not giving up. And neither are the
people all around who are
supporting her - whether
they are as close as family
or Harding Academy and
University students or as
far as strangers.
"I'm fighting for more
time with my kids," she
said. "It gives me peace to
know that [people I don't
know] are praying for me.
I've really struggled this
time around. I'm feeling
my peace. I'm feeling God's
peace. I'm ready to start
fighting again."

